
METEO DATALOGER 

1- Desired temperature setpoint. It can be adjusted by the circular display or by 

touching the center of the display (2).  

2- Hidden invisible button, opens a numeric entry pad. (|NI UID) 

3- Circular temperature display 

4- measured temperature 

5- link with doc. on the wifi module 

6- date (of the phone) 

7- GPS coordinate (of the phone) 

8- Circular humidity display 

9- measured humidity 

10- charge level (of the phone) 

11- link to the GUI-O site 

12- time (of the phone) 

13- GPS coordinates (of the phone. click on it and Google opens a GPS page) 

14- Circular pressure display 

15- Altitude (of the phone) 

16- entering the name of the file to record the temperature, humidity, pressure 

           (|EXTF UID:extf1) 

17- start record (you must first select a file name) 

18- open file 

19- delete file 

20- share file 

21- graphical representation of temperature and humidity 

22- countdown timer 1 minute 

23- selection of the 1 minute counter 

24- countdown timer 10 secondes 

25- selection of the 10 secondes counter 

26- Led 1 seconde 

27- Selection of de 1 seconde 

28- Stop / Start process 

29- invisible button for screenshot   (@caps\r\n) 

30- invisible navigation bar to go to the 2nd page (cardio) |FLA UID 

31- If the temperature is higher than the setpoint, the blue triangle flashes and the 

center of the circular display turns red. if it is lower, the red triangle flashes and the 

center of the circular display turns blue. If the 2 temperatures are equal, the two 

triangles flash. (the Pind.2 signal from the Arduino is on or off) to control a solenoid 

valve or the like. 



 

 

CARDIO MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION 

 

The cardio program is on page 2 of the application. (use flick area to switch from 

one page to another). at the bottom of each page. 

1- Selects "simulation" or real mode. (CH0 or CH1 of the AD converter) 

AD8232 is connected to channel 1 of the AD. 

2- Select the frequency of simulation: 50-60-90-120 BPM 

3- Expresses in % the frequency variation between 2 pulses 

4- tachycardia chart 

5- Expresses the heart rate in seconds 

6- Number of pulse minutes 

7- Shows the level of the triger (automatic or manual) 

8- In simulation mode, the signal is generated by an internal timer 

9- Adjusts the level of the triger in manual mode 

10- Hidden button to take a picture of the screen 

11- Triger mode selection: Aut. /man 

12- Displaying the value of the Triger level 

13- Simulates tachycardia in automatic mode 

14- Beep or not on each pulse 

 

 

My wife asked me: what's the point of all that?........ it's just to explore the GUI-O 

application!!  ☺☺ 

 

 


